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Abstract

Although a multitude of routing protocols exist for wireless sensor networks devel-
oped for various application domains,securesensor network routing protocols do not
exhibit such variety. In addition, those few sensor networkrouting protocols that were
developed with security in mind still lack a formal proof of their security properties. In
order to remedy this situation, in this paper, we propose a novel secure routing proto-
col, called Secure-TinyLUNAR, for wireless sensor networks, and we formally prove
its security. In our model, security is defined in terms of thecorrectness of the rout-
ing table entries of the honest nodes. Besides its provable security, another advantage
of Secure-TinyLUNAR is that, similar to TinyLUNAR, it uses label-switching routing,
which results in reduced addressing overhead during data packet forwarding.

1 Introduction

Wireless sensor networks are composed of a large number of resource constrained sensor
nodes and possibly a few more powerful nodes called base stations. Sensor nodes usually
communicate with their local neighborhood via low-power wireless links, and are capable to
sense their immediate surroundings. This sensed data is typically sent to the base station or
other sensor nodes in a multi-hop manner by using some of the multitude of routing protocols
specifically proposed for these networks [3].

Many applications require sensor networks to operate in hostile environments. Security
thus becomes a critical issue for network protocols as well.For instance, by attacking the
routing protocol, an adversary can easily degrade the performance of the network; the illegal
manipulation of some routing messages can cause shorter network lifetime, degraded packet
delivery ratio, or increased network delay1.

1In this work, we consider the security of route (topology) discovery phase of routing protocols.
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Although there are some secure sensor network routing protocols in the literature, these
are only applicable to specific sensor applications. Moreover, their security has been ana-
lyzed only by informal reasoning, which is an error-prone method. On the other hand, con-
sidering the variety of sensor applications, it is also clear that it is not possible to propose a
unique secure routing protocol that fits for all applications [2]. An alternative solution could
be to apply some secure ad hoc network routing protocol like [23] [18] [10]. However, these
protocols are not primarily designed for low-powered sensor nodes, and the applied cryp-
tographic primitives can result in extensive communication, processing and memory costs.
Therefore, in this work, we design a novel secure routing protocol for wireless sensor net-
works, called Secure-TinyLUNAR, which takes into consideration the resource constraints
of the wireless sensor nodes and uses Message Authentication Codes (MAC) exclusively in
the route discovery phase.

Secure-TinyLUNAR is the secure variant of TinyLUNAR [14] which is a reactive routing
protocol proposed for wireless sensor networks. Using the label-switching routing paradigm,
TinyLUNAR has only one byte addressing overhead per packet in the data forwarding phase,
which, considering the high communication costs in wireless environment, makes it an effi-
cient routing scheme. Although TinyLUNAR has a slightly greater RAM consumption than
other reactive routing protocols like tinyAODV [15], it uses considerably less ROM. These
advantageous properties become even more important if we take into account that Secure-
TinyLUNAR uses some cryptographic primitives that also consume a significant amount of
memory. Moreover, we will show that due to the label-switching mechanism intermediate
nodes do not need to check the authenticity of the message origin that can save precious
energy.

We use a formal framework proposed in [27] [29] to analyze thesecurity of Secure-
TinyLUNAR. This framework considers those attacks that aimto corrupt the routing entries
of the nodes creating incorrect routing state. This also hasbeen successfully used so far
to analyze the security of several multi-hop routing protocols like Ariadne [28], endairA
[28], SRP [28], ARAN [26], SAODV [26] or INSENS [29]. We further demonstrate the
strength of this framework by showing that Secure-TinyLUNAR is also provably secure. In
particular, we first adapt this model to secure label-switching routing, and prove that Secure-
TinyLUNAR is indeed secure in that model.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 3, webriefly present TinyLU-
NAR and show some simple impersonation attacks aiming to corrupt the routing tables of
honest nodes. Then, in Section 4, we develop Secure-TinyLUNAR which uses MACs to
provide defense against the aforementioned attacks. In Subsection 4.2, we first describe
the security model of secure label-switching, and then, in Subsection 4.2.3, we prove that
Secure-TinyLUNAR is secure in that model. Finally, in Section 5, we conclude our work
and discuss future plans.

2 Related work

TinyLUNAR is a reactive routing protocol for wireless sensor networks that is proposed
in [14]. The main design objective of TinyLUNAR was to support multiple communica-
tion patterns for both data-centric and address-centric communications, where functional
universality is gained at the expense of increased complexity. TinyLUNAR is based on LU-
NAR (Lightweight Underlay Ad hoc Routing) which is an ad hoc network routing protocol
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[20] employing the label switching (or virtual circuit) routing paradigm. By adopting this
paradigm, the authors showed that it is feasible to implement TinyLUNAR under TinyOS
2.x using only one byte field of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC header [7] per packet for making
packet forwarding decisions during the data forwarding phase. This makes TinyLUNAR a
more effective routing protocol than e.g., tinyAODV (whichis the adaptation of AODV [15]
to wireless sensor networks) in such networks where nodes are stationary or show moderate
mobility.

Many secure routing protocols have been proposed for wireless ad hoc networks [9], from
which ARAN [18] is the most related to Secure-TinyLUNAR. Similar to ARAN, Secure-
TinyLUNAR also uses time as the default routing metric. However, compared to ARAN
that uses two signatures per routing messages, Secure-TinyLUNAR considers the specifics
of sensor nodes and employs only MACs, where an intermediatenode performs only two
MAC generations. In addition, MACs have a shorter size and less computation overhead than
signatures. Besides that, Secure-TinyLUNAR is also provably secure in a similar simulation-
based model like ARAN.

There have been proposed some secure routing protocols for wireless sensor networks
[21] [6]. In [6], the authors propose an intrusion tolerant routing protocol, called INSENS,
for wireless sensor networks. INSENS is a centralized link-state routing protocol, where
each node sends its local neighborhood information to the base station, which then computes
the forwarding table of each node. Similar to Secure-TinyLUNAR, INSENS is also provably
secure in a simulation-based model adapted to secure link-state routing. However, INSENS
is not scalable to large-scale networks due to its centralized nature, and the base station is a
single point of failure.

In [21], a family of configurable and secure routing protocols is proposed for wireless
sensor networks called SIGF. The authors did not provide a formal security analysis of SIGF,
but they evaluated the performance of SIGF in various environments containing malicious
nodes. As SIGF consists of position based routing protocols, it is intended for those sensor
networks where each node is capable to obtain its geographicposition. This assumption
holds only for a few sensor applications due to its high induced cost in terms of additional
hardware needed in the sensor nodes.

In [12], the authors informally analyze the security of someexisting sensor network
routing protocols. In that paper, routing security is defined implicitly as resistance to some
specific attacks, and the proposed countermeasures are onlyrelated to these attacks.

Our formal model that we use to analyze the security of Secure-TinyLUNAR is described
in [2] [28]. In those papers, a formal model is proposed basedon the simulation paradigm
[13] to analyze the security of wireless ad hoc and sensor network routing protocols.

3 Security of TinyLUNAR

In this section, we first give a brief overview of the operation of TinyLUNAR. One can read
a more detailed description in [14]. Then, we show simple attacks against TinyLUNAR,
whereby we motivate the development of Secure-TinyLUNAR.
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3.1 Operation of TinyLUNAR

Route Request: A source nodeS initiates the route discovery to destinationD by flooding
the network with a route request message:

S → ∗ : (RREQ, rnd, S, D, addrS, label InS→S) (Msg-1)

wherernd is a randomly generated request id,label InS→S is the incoming label ofS towardsS,
andaddrS is the locally unique network address (e.g., MAC address) ofS. In fact,label InS→S

is a memory address inside the routing table ofS and contains an application identifier which
originally initiated the route discovery process.

A nodeJ receiving this broadcast message checks whether it has beenreceived the re-
quest earlier based onrnd, S, andD. If so,J silently drops the request. Otherwise,J stores
the quadruple(addrS, label InS→S, rnd, lifetime) in its routing table, wherelifetime is set to a
predefined valueMaxLifetime andaddrS is the local network address of the neighboring
node from which the request is received. The value oflifetime is periodically decremented
when the routing table entry is not used. If it reaches the value of zero, then the entry is
purged from the routing table. At the same time, each time theentry is used, the value of
lifetime is reset toMaxLifetime. Using this entry,J can forward messages toS. Afterwards,
J broadcasts the message as follows:

J → ∗ : (RREQ, rnd, S, D, addrJ , label InJ→S)

whereaddrJ is the locally unique network address ofJ , andlabel InJ→S is the incoming label
of J towardsS. Essentially,label InJ→S is the local memory address of the routing entry
whereJ stores the corresponding entry pointing toS (i.e., this entry contains the five-tuple
S, addrS, rnd, label InS→S, and lifetime). A node receiving this request performs the same
operations thatJ did, and thus, it can forward messages toS throughJ afterwards. Note
that nodes do not store the globally unique network id of the next-hop towardsS, as these
next hops are addressed by the locally unique network addresses which is included in the
header of each sent message by default.

After the network is flooded, each node that received the request has an entry set towards
S. In this way, thebackward traffic flowis constructed which is defined by the set of all
routing entries created at intermediate nodes. This trafficflow is associated withS at the
endpointD.

Route Reply: When destinationD receives the first request message, for instance from
nodeZ, it creates a routing entry similar to all nodes who receivesthe request. After thatD
sends a reply toS:

D → Z : (RREP, rnd, addrD, labelOut

Z→S, label InD→D) (Msg-2)

wherernd is the random identifier of the corresponding request originated fromS, labelOut

Z→S

is the incoming label ofZ towardsS (i.e., the outgoing label ofD towardsS) received
in the request, andlabel InD→D is the incoming label ofD. Here, label InD→D is a memory
address inside the routing table ofD and similar toS contains an application identifier which
originally initiated the route discovery process. Note that Z is addressed by its incoming
label and its local network address, which is included in themessage header and not listed in
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the message content. WhenZ receives the reply, it first creates a routing entry set towardsD.
This entry containsaddrD, rnd, andlabel InD→D, whereaddrD is the local network address of
the neighboring node from which the reply is received. From now, Z can forward messages
to D. Then,Z looks up the entry addressed bylabelOut

Z→S in its memory (routing table), and
forwards the message to the node contained by this entry. Letus assume thatZ received the
corresponding request from nodeK first. Then,Z sends the following message toK:

Z → K : (RREP, rnd, addrZ , labelOut

K→S, label InZ→D)

K performs the same steps thatZ did, and forwards the reply to the next node whose address
is retrieved from the entry at memory addresslabelOut

K→S.
All subsequent nodes receiving the reply do the same operations thatZ did. In this way,

theforward traffic flowis constructed which is defined by the set of all routing entries created
at intermediate nodes. This traffic flow is associated withS at the endpointD. Finally, from
the time whenS receives the reply, it can send data messages toD.

Route Request optimization: Intermediate nodes receiving a control message can forward
messages between the source/destination nodes, but they cannot send messages to them or
any other nodes using the same traffic flow. In order to create aseparate traffic flow between
an intermediate node and an endpoint, the intermediate nodemust initiate a new route dis-
covery by sending a request message (Msg-1) towards the endpoint. Note that this request
do not need to be broadcast, as the existing traffic flow between the source/destination pair
can be used to forward the new request towards the intended endpoint. In order to indicate
the proper actions to be taken to the intermediate nodes, this type of request is distinguished
from the ordinary request message by its message type identifier in the packet header.

Data forwarding: Each node receiving a data packet can determine the next hop by look-
ing up the routing entry addressed by the incoming label retrieved from the packet. Then,
the node can update the incoming label in the packet with the outgoing label found in the
routing entry. Note that intermediate nodes between endpointsS andD do not need to be
aware of identitiesS andD. All data packets sent betweenS andD contain the incoming
label of the next node on the route, and do not need to include further network addresses.
As labels have size of 1 byte, TinyLUNAR has only 1 byte addressing overhead per data
message which makes it an effective routing mechanism in wireless sensor networks where
nodes are stationary or show moderate mobility during theiroperation.

3.2 Attacks against TinyLUNAR

In this subsection, we gather the basic attacks against the route discovery process of TinyLU-
NAR. The main types of attacks include tunnelling, rushing,selective forwarding of control
messages, replaying of control messages, Denial-of-Service attacks, the corruption of rout-
ing tables, and the disruption of neighbor discovery (see [25] for a more comprehensive
overview).

In this paper, we consider those attacks that aim to corrupt the routing entries of honest
nodes (i.e., the adversary causes honest nodes to have incorrect routing entries). An incorrect
entry points to a node, which is not a neighbor, or points to a neighbor through which no
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packet can be delivered to the intended destination. In order to defend against the rest of the
attacks, one can use the corresponding countermeasures [25].

In the following, we argue that impersonation attacks causeincorrect routing entries in
TinyLUNAR. Thus, in Section 4, our first steps will be to defend against these impersonation
attacks.

Source impersonation: The adversary can use any honest node identifier as the source
identifier of any request messages (Msg-1). For instance, inFigure 1(a), if adversarial nodeA
sends a forged request to nodeD, where the request containsS as the origin of the message,
thenD sets an entry towardsS with next-hop identifierT . However, a packet sent toT
cannot be delivered toS.

Destination impersonation: The adversary can generate reply messages in the name of
any honest nodes. For instance, let us assume in Figure 1(b) thatS floods the network with
a request in order to discover a route towardsD. This request is also received by adversarial
nodeA. Thus,A can generate a reply message (Msg-2) in the name ofD, which causes
incorrect entry at nodeS, as this forged reply is likely to be received byS sooner than the
untampered reply coming fromS.

Neighbor impersonation: In Figure 1(c), we illustrate neighbor impersonation attack.
The adversarial nodes areA and A′. Assume thatH can only be reached byS and A′,
and the adversary is aware of all nodes’ identities and the local addresses of the nodes that
she can reach (i.e., local addresses ofH, S, B). Furthermore,S wishes to discover a path to
D. First,S floods the network with a request (Msg-1) which is received byadversarial node
A. A rebroadcasts the request faithfully. However, when the corresponding reply (Msg-2)
comes back fromD, A rebroadcasts that in the name ofH (i.e.,A usesH ’s identity and local
network address, which is catched byA′). Finally, receiving this forged reply,S believes that
D can be reached throughH. However, asH does not receive any replies, it will not forward
any messages towardsD.

4 Secure-TinyLUNAR

In this section, we first describe the operation of Secure-TinyLUNAR. As a first step, we
prevent the impersonation attacks that are described in Subsection 3.2. Secure-TinyLUNAR
is the secure variant of TinyLUNAR, where we use pairwise message authentication codes
(MACs) to authenticate routing messages between immediateneighbors and also to ensure
source/destination authenticity. Finally, in Subsection4.2.3, we show that this new protocol
is provably secure in a model which is adapted to secure label-switching from [29].

4.1 Operation of Secure-TinyLUNAR

We only discuss the main operational differences with respect to the original (and insecure)
TinyLUNAR protocol. We assume that each pair of nodes share asymmetric pairwise key
in the network. Any symmetric key pre-distribution schemesproposed for wireless sensor
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(a) Source impersonation attack.D believes
that S can be reached throughT , however,
there is no route betweenT andS.

(b) Destination impersonation attack. Here,
S falsely sets an entry towardsD throughT ,
but there is no route betweenT andD.

(c) Neighbor impersonation attack. IfA′

does not forward the reply coming fromD to
H , but it does towardsS, thenS will believe
thatD is reachable throughH . However,H
does not have any entry towardsD.

Figure 1: Impersonation attacks against TinyLUNAR. Dashedlines denote the neighborhood
relations, whereas arrows denote the routing entries.

networks (see [30] for a good overview) can be employed here.Additionally, it is also
assumed that each node is aware of its local (one-hop) neighborhood.

Route request: Let us denote the identifier of a neighboring node of nodeA by NA
x , where

x can have a value between 1 and the number of the neighboring nodes ofA (e.g., ifA has
neighborsJ , T , P , then a potential notation isNA

1 = J , NA
2 = T , NA

3 = P , and1 ≤ x ≤ 3).
When a nodeS wishes to send a message to destinationD, it unicasts the following route

request message toeachneighbor:

for all x, S → NS
x : (RREQ, rnd, S, D, addrS, label InS→S, MACS,D, MAC

prv

S,NS
x
) (Msg-3)

where rnd, S, D, addrS, label InS→S are the same as in the original TinyLUNAR protocol,
MACS,D is the message authentication code generated byS on the elements of the mes-
sage excludingaddrS, andlabel InS→S using the pairwise key shared withD. After generating
MACS,D, S generates previous-hop MACMAC

prv

S,NS
x

on all elements of the message using

the pairwise key shared with neighborNS
x . Upon the reception of this broadcast message, a

neighboring nodeJ checks the authenticity of the message by verifyingMAC
prv
S,J . In case it is

successful, nodeJ removesMAC
prv
S,J from the message, and unicasts the following message

to each neighbor except the node who sent the request toJ earlier (here, this isS):

for all x such thatNJ
x 6= S,

J → NJ
x : (RREQ, rnd, S, D, addrJ , label InJ→S, MACS,D, MAC

prv

J,NJ
x
)
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whereMAC
prv

J,NJ
x

is the previous-hop MAC generated on all elements of the message using

the pairwise key shared betweenJ andNJ
x . Each neighbor ofS and all subsequent nodes

receiving a request follow the same steps thatJ did. Finally,D receives a request message,
let us assume, from nodeZ first.

During the propagation of a request, it is assumed that each node can send the unicast
request message to its immediate neighbors in an atomic manner (i.e., the sender does not
release the channel until all request messages are transmitted to each neighbor), and each
neighboring node does not begin to forward the request untilall neighbors of the sender
receives that.

Route reply: Upon the reception of the request message, destinationD verifies both
MACS,D and MAC

prv
Z,D. If the verifications are successful,D creates the following reply

message and sends this directly to nodeZ:

D → Z : (RREP, rnd, addrD, labelOut

Z→S, label InD→D, MACD,S, MAC
prv
D,Z) (Msg-4)

wherernd is the request id received in the corresponding route request message,MACD,S

is the message authentication code generated byD on the elements of the above message
excludingaddrD, labelOut

Z→S, and label InD→D using the pairwise key shared withS. Then,
D generates previous-hop MACMAC

prv
D,Z on all elements of the message. Receiving this

unicast message,Z first checks the authenticity of the message by verifyingMAC
prv
D,Z. If this

is successful,Z replacesMAC
prv
D,Z with MAC

prv
Z,K, and sends the message directly to nodeK,

from whichZ received the corresponding request message identified byrnd:

Z → K : (RREP, rnd, addrZ , labelOut

K→S, label InZ→D, MACD,S, MAC
prv
Z,K)

Here,MAC
prv
Z,K is the previous-hop MAC generated byZ on the elements of the message

includingaddrZ, labelOut

K→S, andlabel InZ→D. Following the same rules, all intermediate nodes
perform the same steps thatZ did. Finally, the reply reaches the sourceS, which then, after
verifying the previous-hop MAC andMACD,S in the reply message, can use the established
route for data forwarding.

4.1.1 Computation and communication overhead

Comparing to TinyLUNAR, Secure-TinyLUNAR requires the sender of a request message
(Msg-3) to perform two MAC generations. Furthermore, each node receiving a request
(Msg-3) must verify and generate one MAC. If we use a CBC-MAC construction with a
common block cipher like Skipjack for MAC computation as proposed in [11], a MAC has
a size of 64 bits. Therefore, there is16 extra bytes in each request (Msg-3) and reply packet
(Msg-4). Note that this overhead is not constant at each hop in the request phase, as a node,
compared to TinyLUNAR, does not broadcast request messagesrather it unicasts that to
each neighboring node. The reason of this unusual design is that a request (Msg-3) contains
a pairwise MAC computed with the pairwise key shared betweenthe sender and a particular
neighbor, which is apparently not verifiable by other neighbors. If a node broadcast this re-
quest, a single broadcast message would be too long. As the packet size under TinyOS 2.x is
suggested to be around 36 bytes [1] and the number of neighbors of an ordinary sensor node
is generally not fixed, most request messages would be fragmented. Moreover, broadcasting
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a request all receiver nodes would be required to receive allMACs that are not destined to
them, which could yield significant overhead at every receiver node. This overhead is usu-
ally greater than the cost of sending the data part (node ids,network addresses, labels, source
MAC, etc.) of a single request multiple times.

One might immediately ask why we do not use digital signatures [22],µTesla [16], or lo-
cal broadcast keys like in LEAP [24]? In case of local broadcast keys, when a common key is
shared among the sender and all its neighbors, cannot guarantee neighbor authentication, as
a neighboring adversarial node would be able to impersonateany honest neighbor using the
shared key. AlthoughµTesla does not have this drawback and it also uses efficient symmet-
ric cryptography, it requires each receiver to maintain a hash chain [16]. If route discoveries
are invoked infrequently, which holds for many sensor networks due to their static nature,
the verification of a particular broadcast key requires several evaluations of the employed
hash function on average, which can result in significant computational overhead. Moreover,
µTesla relies on a clock synchronization protocol which alsoincurs additional overhead on
each node. Finally, digital signatures incur a substantialcomputation overhead. Although
recent advances in the public key cryptography (PKC) of sensor networks are very promising
[8], PKC still falls behind the standard symmetric cryptography approaches in terms of com-
putational performance; the verification of a digital signature is 3 orders of magnitude slower
than MAC verification, while the signature generation is 4 orders of magnitude slower.

In order to compare digital signatures with MACs in terms of energy cost regarding the
route request phase of Secure-TinyLUNAR, we approximate the energy consumption of a
single MICAz mote [5] in the route request phase. If we use theaforementioned MAC
scheme, the previous-hop MAC is computed over 3 blocks (1 block is 8 bytes) which takes
1.14 ms [11] and consumes about0.034 mWs [17]. If we assume that a node has at most
30 neighbors, all the computation cost is30 · 0.034 = 1.02 mWs. If the radio transceiver
operates at transmission speed of 250 kbit/s at 3 V supply voltage and the output power is
set to 0 dBm (maximum power), then the power consumption is0.209 µWs per bit for the
transmission and0.226 µWs per bit for the reception. Thus, as the size of a request packet is
33 bytes (including the header of the packet) under TinyOS 2.x [1], the power consumption
of the transmission is30 · 264 · 0.000209 = 1.65528 mWs. In addition, the reception of a
request consumes264·0.000226 = 0.0596 mWs. Therefore, all the communication overhead
is about1.715 mWs, and the communication and computation overhead together is about
2.735 mWs.

In contrast to this, using an optimized ECDSA [22] [17] implementation with the shortest
key-size (i.e., 160 bits) the signature generation and verification consumes26.96 mWs and
53.42 mWs [17], resp. Thus, the total computation overhead of using digital signatures at
one hop is more than 29 times larger than the total overhead (including computation and
communication) of using MACs. Even if we used the more powerful TelosB motes [19], the
total computation overhead of signatures would be18.67 mWs which is about 7 times larger.
Of course, sending multiple packets instead of a single one incurs extra costs in the medium
access layer, but we believe that this extra cost still does not overcome the computation
overhead of digital signatures. Moreover, generating and verifying an ECDSA-160 signature
takes more than 2 seconds [17] which would also incur substantial network delay.
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4.2 Security analysis

In this subsection, we prove that Secure-TinyLUNAR is indeed secure in a simulation-based
model adapted from [29] to secure label-switching routing.

4.2.1 The model

Adversary model: We assume that the adversary is represented by adversarial nodes in the
network. An adversarial node can be a sensor-class or a laptop-class device. By sensor-class
devices, we mean resource constrained devices like ordinary sensor nodes. Laptop-class de-
vices can be more resourced with powerful antennas and unconstrained energy supply like
laptops or desktop computers. We further assume that these adversarial nodes can communi-
cate with each other via out-of-band channels (e.g., using other frequency channels or direct
wired connections). Moreover, when the adversary captureshonest sensor nodes, he may be
able to compromise their cryptographic secrets (assuming that such secrets are used in the
system). As each adversarial node is assumed to communicatewith each other via out-of-
band channels, we assume that all adversarial nodes can use all compromised cryptographic
secrets.

Generally, the primary goals of the adversary can be degrading the packet delivery ratio,
increasing his control over traffic, increasing network delay, and shortening network lifetime
depending on the routing objectives. When attacking protocols, the adversary performs sim-
ple message manipulations: injection, deletion, modification of messages and re-ordering
of message sequences. Detailed scenarios of performing such message manipulations are
described in [2].

Static model: The honest nodes in the network are denoted byv0, . . . , vr, wherev0 denotes
the base station, and adversarial nodes are denoted byvr+1, . . . , vr+m. The set of all nodes
in the network is denoted byV , and the set of adversarial nodes is denoted byV ∗, where
|V | = n = m + r + 1, and|V ∗| = m.

The connectivity between nodes is modelled by matrixE, called reachability matrix,
with sizen × n. Here,Ei,j = 1 (0 ≤ i, j ≤ n − 1) if nodevi can communicate withvj ,
otherwiseEi,j = 0. We assume that all links are symmetric (i.e.,Ei,j = Ej,i for all i, j).

We assume that each honest node can use a single globally unique identifier in the net-
work, and these identifiers are authenticated in some way (e.g., by cryptographic means).
Moreover, the adversary is able to compromise some of these unique identifiers, and all
adversarial nodes can use all of those compromised identifiers according to our adversary
model.

A cost functionC : V → R assigns a cost value, which usually influence the routing
decisions, to each node in the network. (e.g., the remainingenergy in the battery, the minimal
delay of routing messages, or constant 1 to each node in orderto represent hop-count, etc.).
In our case, the cost function assigns the minimal delay of routing messages to each node
in the network (i.e., the minimal delay that the particular node can cause in the travel of the
message). We assume thatC(v∗) = 0 for all v∗ ∈ V ∗.

Theconfigurationof a network is a quadrupleconf = (V, V ∗,E, C), whereV andV ∗ are
the set of honest nodes and the set of adversarial nodes, resp., E is the reachability matrix,
andC is the cost function.
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Security objective function: Before introducing the security objective function [27] ofse-
cure label-switching routing, we introduce some definitions in order to ease its formalization.

Definition 1 (Anchor entry) An anchor entry(vsrc , vdst , addrnxt , label
Out

vsrc→vdst
, delayvsrc ,vdst

)
is the representation of a routing entry at sourcevsrc, where the destination node is identified
byvdst), the next-hop towards the destination has (local) addressaddrnxt , the outgoing label
of the source towards the destination islabelOut

vsrc→vdst
, and the delay of the quickest path

throughaddrnxt to the destination isdelayvsrc ,vdst
.

Definition 2 (Intermediate entry) An intermediate entry (vim , addrnxt , label
In

vim→vdst
,

labelOut

vim→vdst
) is the representation of a routing entry at an intermediate nodevim , where

the next-hop towards the destination has (local) addressaddrnxt , the incoming label
and the outgoing label ofvim towards the destination arelabel Invim→vdst

and labelOut

vim→vdst
,

respectively.

Definition 3 (Matching property) A routing entryr1 of nodevi matches a routing entryr2

of nodevj (i 6= j), if

• the outgoing label ofr1 equals to the incoming label ofr2,

• the next-hop address ofr1 is used byvj .

Definition 4 (Pseudo neighbors)Two honest nodesvi, vj ∈ V \ V ∗ (i 6= j) are pseudo
neighbors, if and only if there existx, y such thatEi,x = 1 andEj,y = 1, andvx, vy ∈ V ∗.

Two nodes are pseudo neighbors, only if each of them has an adversarial neighbor. In the
sequel, we distinguish pseudo neighbors from direct neighbors; two honest nodesvi, vj are
direct neighbors, ifEi,j = 1.

Definition 5 (Workable path) A sequence of honest nodes(vℓ0 , vℓ1 , . . . , vℓd−1
, vℓd

) is a
workable path with respect to configurationconf if for all 0 ≤ i ≤ d − 1 vℓi

and vℓi+1

are direct or pseudo neighbors.

The state of the system is represented by the ensemble of all anchor and intermediate
entries of all nodes.

Definition 6 (Correct state) A state is correct with respect to configurationconf ,
if for every anchor entryr0 = (vsrc , vdst , addrnxt , label

Out

vsrc→vdst
, delayvsrc ,vdst

), where
vsrc , vdst ∈ V \ V ∗, there exists a sequence of intermediate entriesri =
(vℓi

, addrnxt , label
In

vℓi
→vdst

, labelOut

vℓi
→vdst

) (1 ≤ i ≤ d) of honest nodes such that

• vℓd
= vdst andlabelOut

vdst→vdst
is an application identifier ofvdst ,

• (vsrc , vℓ1, . . . , vℓd−1
, vdst) is a workable path, wherevsrc = vℓ0

• if vℓi−1
andvℓi

are direct but not pseudo neighbors thenri−1 matchesri,

•
∑d−1

j=1
C(vℓj

) ≤ delayvsrc ,vdst
(i.e., the delay of the discovered route betweenvsrc and

vdst is not greater than the delay recorded in the routing (anchor) entry ofvsrc)

The security objective functionF : G × S → {0, 1} of secure label-switching routing
is a binary function, whereS denotes the set of all system states of all configurations, and
G denotes the set of all configurations. LetF return 0 for all pairs of system states and
configurations that are incorrect, otherwise it returns 1 (or vice-versa). This function intends
to distinguish “attacked” (incorrect) states from “non-attacked” (correct) states.
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Dynamic model: The dynamic model represents the real operation of the network, where
each protocol participant is modelled by a probabilistic Turing machine. These machines
communicate via common tapes. The specification of each machine and their communi-
cation rules are detailed in [27]. Additionally, we assume that during a simulation run the
maximum lifetime of each entry is set to∞. The security objective function is applied to the
output of this model (i.e., the ensemble of all routing entries which is the system state itself)
in order to decide whether the protocol functions correctlyor not.

We denote the output of the dynamic model byOutFconf ,A(z), wherez is the random input
of the model (due to the probabilistic nature of Turing machines). In addition,OutFconf ,A will
denote the random variable describingOutFconf ,A(z) whenz is chosen uniformly at random.

Definition of secure label-switching routing: We denote the security parameter of the
model byκ, which is the key length of the employed MAC scheme in the routing protocol.

Definition 7 A label-switching routing protocol is secure, if for any configurationconf and
any adversaryA, the probability thatOutFconf ,A equals to zero is a negligible function ofκ.2

More intuitively, if a secure routing protocol is secure regardingF , then any system
using this routing protocol may not satisfy the security objective represented byF only with
a probability that is a negligible function ofκ. This negligible probability is related to the
fact that the adversary can always forge the cryptographic primitives (e.g., generate a valid
MAC) with a very small probability depending on the value ofκ.

4.2.2 Tolerable imperfections of the model

Before proving the security of Secure-TinyLUNAR, we explain the tolerable imperfections
of our model in more details. Those attacks are considered tobe the tolerable imperfections
that are unavoidable or too costly to defend against, and thus, we rather tolerate them. In
other words, a routing protocol that is secure in our model may not be resistant to these types
of attacks. Most of these attacks are built on the delay and deletion of messages, and the
in-band as well as the out-of-band channel attacks.

The rationale behind the definitions of workable path and pseudo neighbors in Definition
6 is that two adversarial nodes, who may be located on different network parts, are able to
transfer the MACs of honest nodes by either using out-of-band channels like wormholes, or
some in-band channels (assuming that these nodes believe that they are neighbors and share
the corresponding keys). In the latter case, MACs are transferred as a part of an existing
message to remote adversarial nodes. For instance, one adversarial node captures the MAC
of an honest neighbor denoted byH, then fragments the MAC, and puts these fragments
into new RREQ messages as their random identifiers destined to a remote adversarial node.
When this remote adversarial node receives all fragments, it can successfully impersonate
H by reconstructing the MAC from the fragments. As these RREQ messages are originated
from an adversarial node who may have compromised keys, theywill pass all verifications
done by intermediate nodes. In this case, the adversary usesa side-channel provided by the
protocol messages to impersonate honest nodes, and thus these attacks are also called as
side-channel attacks [4].

2A function µ(x) : N → R is negligible, if for every positive integerc and all sufficiently largex’s (i.e.,
there exists anNc > 0 for all x > Nc), µ(x) ≤ x−c
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The reason that we tolerate in-band and out-of-band attacksis twofold. First, for most
real scenarios side-channel attacks are impractical for the adversary, as by the time the last
fragment is successfully transferred, the corresponding control message becomes obsolete.
Second, these attacks can be mitigated but, to the best of ourknowledge, they are not avoid-
able completely. Therefore, we consider these attacks as some of the tolerable imperfections
of our model.

The third point in Definition 6 requires that direct but not pseudo neighbors on the route
must have a matching entry. For instance, let us see two nodesvℓi−1

, vℓi
on the discovered

workable path. It is clear that ifvℓi−1
andvℓi

are not direct neighbors, but they are pseudo
neighbors we cannot make any restrictions on the corresponding entries ofvℓi−1

andvℓi
, as

the adversary can modify the message received fromvℓi
at her own wish before sending that

to vℓi−1
. Thus, we rather tolerate this kind of mismatching. Now, letus assume thatvℓi−1

andvℓi
are neighboring nodes on the discovered workable path. In that case, it is easy to

see that if only one of them has an adversarial neighbor, thenthe adversary cannot modify
the message coming fromvℓi

, as either she cannot hearvℓi
or she cannot send the message

to vℓi−1
. If vℓi−1

andvℓi
are direct neighbors and both of them have an adversarial neighbor,

then they can hear each other, but the adversary can preventvℓi
from receiving the message

coming fromvℓi
(e.g., by jamming), and then she can send the modified messageto vℓi−1

.
Hence, we also tolerate this kind of mismatching in our model.

Finally, the last point in Definition 6, which is about the cost (delay) of the discovered
route, relates to the fact that the adversary can always increase the delay of any message that
passes her. In this way, she can make the cost of each route appear to be higher than it really
is that we tolerate in our model. On the other hand, this type of attack may be less attractive
for the adversary, as increasing the delay of each route passing him can cause the source
node to accept those routes that contain no adversarial nodes. If the adversary intends to fool
the source node by making the cost of the discovered route appear lower than it is in reality
(e.g., in order to increase the hostile traffic control by alluring the traffic), then the best that
she can achieve is that she somehow reduces the delay of messages to zero at the adversarial
nodes. However, as she cannot reduce the delay at the non-corrupted nodes, the appeared
cost of the discovered route should always be greater than orequal to the sum of the cost of
each node constituting this route.

4.2.3 Proof of Security

Theorem 1 Secure-TinyLUNAR is a secure label-switching routing protocol, if the MAC
scheme is secure against existential forgery.

Proof (sketch) We show that for any adversaryA and any configurationconf , security ob-
jective functionF equals to 0 only with probability that is a negligible function ofκ. Equiv-
alently, we show that the probability that for any adversaryA and any configurationconf a
system running Secure-TinyLUNAR encounters incorrect state is a negligible function ofκ.

A system running Secure-TinyLUNAR encounters incorrect state in the cases as follows:

• Case 1: There exists an anchor entry r0 =
(vsrc , vdst , addrnxt , label

Out

vsrc ,vdst
, delayvsrc ,vdst

), but there does not exist a workable
path betweenvsrc andvdst with labelOut

vℓd
→vdst

as an application identifier.
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• Case 2: There exists an anchor entry r0 =
(vsrc , vdst , addrnxt , label

Out

vsrc→vdst
, delayvsrc ,vdst

) and there exists a workable path
(vsrc , vℓ1, . . . , vℓd−1

, vdst) betweenvsrc andvdst , but there does not exist a sequence of
intermediate entriesri = (vℓi

, addrnxt , label
In

vℓi
→vdst

, labelOut

vℓi
→vdst

) (1 ≤ i ≤ d) such
thatri−1 does matchri if vℓi−1

, vℓi
are direct but not pseudo neighbors for alli.

• Case 3: There exists an anchor entry r0 =
(vsrc , vdst , addrnxt , label

Out

vsrc→vdst
, delayvsrc ,vdst

) and there exists a sequence of in-
termediate entriesri = (vℓi

, addrnxt , label
In

vℓi
→vdst

, labelOut

vℓi
→vdst

) (1 ≤ i ≤ d) where
(vsrc , vℓ1, . . . , vℓd−1

, vdst) is a workable path andri−1 matchesri if vℓi−1
, vℓi

are direct
but not pseudo neighbors for alli, but

∑d−1

j=1
C(vℓj

) > delayvsrc ,vdst
.

We must prove that each of Case 1, 2 and 3 occurs only with a probability that is a
negligible function ofκ1 andκ2 which concludes the theorem.

Case 1 occurs, ifvsrc receives either a RREP (Msg-4) or a RREQ (Msg-3) message
with a correctMACvdst ,vsrc

. Let us assume that the adversaryA cannot forgeMACvdst ,vsrc
.

Thus, MACvdst ,vsrc
can only be generated byvdst implying that vdst generated and sent a

RREQ or RREP message withvsrc as the destination, andlabelOut

vdst→vdst
is an application

identifier. Moreover, asMACvdst ,vsrc
is received byvsrc , there exists a sequence of nodes

(vs0
, vs1

, . . . , vsk−1
, vdst) such thatvsi−1

, vsi
are direct or pseudo neighbors for all1 ≤ i ≤ k,

wherevsrc = vs0
andvdst = vsk

. This means that there is a workable path betweenvsrc and
vdst which is a contradiction. Therefore, Case 1 occurs only if the adversary successfully
forges a MAC. However, the probability of this event is a negligible function ofκ assuming
that the adversary runs in polynomial time.

Case 2 occurs, if forall workable paths(vℓ0, . . . , vℓd
) betweenvsrc andvdst , there is at

least one pairvℓi−1
, vℓi

of honest nodes which are direct and not pseudo neighbors buthave
no matching entries in their tables. Let us assume thatA cannot forge any MACs. Asvsrc

has anchor entryr0, vsrc receives either a RREP (Msg-4) or a RREQ (Msg-3) message witha
correctMACvdst ,vsrc

. Thus, based on Case 1, there exists a workable pathvℓ0 , . . . , vℓd
between

vsrc andvdst along which the request (or reply) message (Msg-4 or Msg-3),denoted bymsg,
is received byvsrc. According to our assumption, there existsi such thatvℓi−1

, vℓi
do not have

matching entries, however, they are direct but not pseudo neighbors. AsMACprv
vℓi

,vℓi−1

can

only be generated byvℓi
, vℓi−1

received anmsg ′ message (msg ′ 6= msg) with previous-hop
MAC MACprv

vx,vℓi−1

, whereMACprv
vx,vℓi−1

6= MACprv
vℓi

,vℓi−1

. SinceMACvdst ,vsrc
travelled through

workable path(vℓ0 , . . . , vℓd
), vx is an adversarial node and the adversary obtainedMACvdst ,vsrc

from vℓi
. Therefore, bothvℓi

andvℓi−1
have an adversarial neighbor, which means that they

are pseudo neighbors. However, this contradicts to our assumption thatvℓi
andvℓi−1

cannot
be pseudo neighbors. Consequently, Case 2 occurs only if theadversary successfully forges
a MAC. However, the probability of this event is a negligiblefunction ofκ assuming that the
adversary runs in polynomial time.

Finally, in Case 3,delayvsrc ,vdst
denotes the delay of the travel ofMACvdst ,vsrc

from its
originator tovsrc (either as a part of a RREQ (Msg-3) or a RREP (Msg-4) control message).
Let us assume thatMACvdst ,vsrc

cannot be forged by the adversaryA. Thus, based on Case
1 and Case 2,MACvdst ,vsrc

is received on workable path(vℓ0 , . . . , vℓd
). As the node costs

represent the minimum message delays at the nodes and the adversary cannot reduce the
delay at the non-corrupted nodes,

∑d−1

j=1
C(vℓj

) ≤ delayvsrc ,vdst
, which is a contradiction.
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Consequently, Case 3 occurs only if the adversary successfully forges a MAC. However, the
probability of this event is a negligible function ofκ assuming that the adversary runs in
polynomial time.

5 Conclusion and future work

In this work, we developed a secure label-switching routingprotocol for wireless sensor
networks, called Secure-TinyLUNAR. Secure-TinyLUNAR is the secure variant of Tiny-
LUNAR, which is an efficient reactive routing protocol for wireless sensor networks. Af-
ter showing that TinyLUNAR is vulnerable to several impersonation attacks, we designed
Secure-TinyLUNAR, which provides the following security guarantees:

• Each node generates a MAC per neighbor on the request message(Msg-3), and uni-
casts the request along with the respective MAC to each neighbor. Although this
previous-hop MAC is updated at each hop, the communication and computation costs
depend on the number of the neighbors. A reply message (Msg-4) also contains a
previous-hop MAC that is updated at each hop, but it is alwayssent to one neighbor
which results in a constant overhead for all intermediate hops.

• The source and destination nodes attach a MAC to each message. As this MAC is
generated by using the pairwise shared key of the source and destination nodes, in-
termediate nodes need not verify this MAC saving some resources. Nevertheless, the
protocol is provably secure, even if these MACs are not verified by intermediate nodes.

Finally, we adapted the simulation-based model described in [29] to secure label-switching
routing, and showed that Secure-TinyLUNAR is provably secure in this model. This model
is only concerned with attacks aiming to corrupt the routingentries, different attacks like
DoS attacks or rushing are not considered. For instance, Secure-TinyLUNAR is exposed
to DoS attacks where unauthentic forged control messages can traverse several hops before
being dropped. Thus, our future plan is to avoid or mitigate these types of attacks by coun-
termeasures that consider the variety of sensor applications and provide tunable security. In
addition, we also plan to implement Secure-TinyLUNAR underTinyOS 2.x [1] and evaluate
its performance using TOSSIM [1].
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